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BOTTLES & CANS

LAGERS, PILSNERS & WHEAT BEERS
Brauerei VELTINS Veltins Pilsener
Pilsner - German / 4.8% ABV / Meschede, Nordrhein-Westfalen
Notable for its clean and crisp quality and loads of flavour, this lager is brewed using natural spring water from its own
mountain! This German pilsener is crystal clear with lots of effervescent carbonation that make its light golden colour
sparkle. Whilst light bodied and very easy to drink, the Veltins Pilsener still has a bold flavour that is dominated by a long
lingering hop bitterness. Wow—it’s so refreshing.

500ml Bottle £3.60

Friesisches Brauhaus zu Jever Jever Pilsener
Pilsner - German / 4.9% ABV / Jever, Niedersachsen
A Northern German (Friesian) Pilsener that is characteristic of the style. It is a little more hoppy than Czech pilseners giving
it a more bitter ("herb" in German) flavour.

500ml Bottle £3.80

Erdinger Weissbräu Erdinger Weißbier / Hefe-Weizen
Hefeweizen / 5.3% ABV / Erding, Bayern
The Premium Weissbier at the top of its class. Not only in the context of the Erdinger assortment Erdinger Weissbier with
fine yeast applies undisputed as the classical authors, as the white beer absolutely. It is brewed with fine yeast after a
delivered prescription and naturally strictly after the Bavarian purity requirement. Today still without the traditional bottle
fermentation one does not do here: Three to four weeks it lasts, until the Erdinger Weissbier with fine yeast matured. For
the production only finest raw materials are used. Experience of many years and constant quality controls guarantee
beyond that the unmistakable taste. A Weissbier for all, those the unforgettable good taste love.

500ml Bottle £3.80

Erdinger Weissbräu Erdinger Dunkel
Dunkelweizen / 5.3% ABV / Erding, Bayern
Erdinger Weissbier 'dark' is a rich and smooth wheat beer. It owes its full-bodied flavour to the fine hops and dark malt
used in its production

500ml Bottle £3.80

PALE ALES, IPAS ETC...
Castle Rock Session IPA (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - Session / 4% ABV / Nottingham, City of Nottingham
Dry-hopped Session IPA brewed with Columbus, Simcoe and Ahtanum.

440ml Can £3.40

Nene Valley Release The Chimps - GLUTEN FREE (30% Off)
IPA - Session / 4.4% ABV / Oundle, England
An IPA for everyday drinking. A pale malt base gives a crisp mouthfeel that allows late-addition and dry hops to come
through with a clean punchy bitterness and a good deal of hop flavour for such a light beer. Gluten Free.

330ml Can £2.60

Nene Valley Pulping On Your Stereo - GLUTEN FREE (30% Off)
IPA - American / 4.5% ABV / Oundle, England
Orange IPA brewed with fresh oranges.

330ml Can £2.70

Wold Top Against The Grain - GLUTEN FREE (30% Off)
Gluten-Free / 4.5% ABV / Driffield, East Riding of Yorkshire
Naturally wheat free real ale

500ml Bottle £2.25
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PALE ALES, IPAS ETC...
Nene Valley Hop Stash - Citra Mosaic Idaho7 - GLUTEN FREE (30% Off)
IPA - American / 5% ABV / Oundle, England
Brewed to celebrate our freshest and favourite hops. Big additions of Citra, Mosaic, and Idaho7 hops added post
fermentation give big tropical/citrus/piney character while keeping a soft mouthfeel.

440ml Can £3.65

Nene Valley Big Bang Theory - GLUTEN FREE (30% Off)
Pale Ale - American / 5.3% ABV / Oundle, England
Wonderfully balanced pale ale with a huge hop aroma giving way to malty sweetness and a gentle bitter finish, Gluten
Free

330ml Can £2.80

Brouwerij Liefmans Kriek Brut
Fruit Beer / 6% ABV / Oudenaarde, Vlaanderen
Formerly known as Liefmans Kriek and Cuvée - Brut. This classy beer represents the perfect marriage between the fresh
accents and slightly acidic flavour of the black cherries. Liefmans Kriek-Brut is a mixed fermentation beer, with every
hectolitre containing up to 13 kilos of fruit! Liefmans Kriek-Brut is a perfect blend of Oud Bruin and Goudenband from
different vintages, and can consist of between 15 and 20 different batches of beers. The beer is matured for 18 months,
bringing out the very best of its intense flavour. Liefmans Kriek-Brut is a deep reddish-brown colour, with a pale head and
wood and almond notes. On the palette, you can clearly taste the slightly sweet, yet at the same time gently bitter fruit
flavours. This is a beer that just oozes class…

330ml Bottle £3.80

Thornbridge The Heart Desires
Sour - Other / 6.5% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
This beer is part of a project we have been working on at the brewery for a few years now. We wanted to create a modern
sour ale aged in barrels, with the same complexity and depth of flavour which our favourite sours from the USA offer. This
beer started life as a simple blonde ale with low bitterness and was fermented with our house yeast. We then aged this in
Burgundy barrels with the fruit for well over a year. Adding cultures of Brettanomyces, Pedicoccus and Lactobacillus at set
points let us sour the beer gradually over many months and give layers of flavour that can only be developed over time.
The fruit aroma and flavours compliment the sharp sourness which subsides for more malt and yeast character to come
through. The resulting beer is a clean, zingy and intense blend of fruity tartness with intimations of crisp Sauvignon Blanc
grapes.

375ml Bottle £9.50

Pentrich Perfect Sounds (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - American / 6.7% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IPA brewed with Amarillo, Centennial & Chinook hops

440ml Can £5.25

Pentrich Shine Like Millions (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - American / 6.8% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IPA brewed with Citra, Sabro & Simcoe

440ml Can £5.60

Thornbridge Days of Creation
Sour - Fruited / 7% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
Silver medal winner 'Wood and Barrel-Aged Sour Beers' at the World Beer Cup 2016. Days of Creation is a Sour red ale
aged in red Burgundy barrels with raspberries

375ml Bottle £9.50

Pentrich Blizzard In the Pines (Local)
IPA - American / 7% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IPA hopped with Mosaic, Simcoe & Idaho Gem

440ml Can £7.50

Thornbridge North Bridge
IPA - American / 7.2% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
Our collaboration with North Brewing Co. is inspired by both West Coast bitterness and East Coast softness. This
Mountain IPA takes the middle ground between the two ubiquitous IPA styles. HOPS: Citra / HBC 353 / Bru-1 MALTS:
Maris Otter / Oat Malt / Flaked Wheat

440ml Can £5.50
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PALE ALES, IPAS ETC...
Pentrich Gang of One (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - American / 7.2% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IPA brewed with Columbus, Citra & Ekuanot

440ml Can £5.25

Thornbridge Vicious Circle
Golden Ale / 7.4% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
Vicious Circle was produced with our great friends at Burning Sky. We brewed a classic golden ale which was initially
fermented with a neutral yeast strain, the beer was then aged in white Burgundy barrels in our barrel room, having been
inoculated with a mixed culture including Brettanomyces and lactobacillus. The resulting beer is complex and slightly tart,
with hints of ripe peach and melon.

375ml Bottle £11.00

Thornbridge Pink Grapefruit Halcyon
IPA - Imperial / 7.4% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
We added pink grapefruit to our renowned, award winning imperial IPA to create a huge fruit-bomb with a delicate bitter
finish. Hopped with Galaxy, Ella, Chinook, Nelson Sauvin, Bramling Cross.

440ml Can £5.00

Thornbridge Yelamu
IPA - Imperial / 7.4% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
Yelamu is a collaboration with our good friends at Magic Rock and is a powerfully hopped double IPA. Expect a ferociously
full flavoured beer with a juicy character and well balanced body.

440ml Can £5.00

Pentrich Dead Earth (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - Imperial / 8% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IIPA brewed with Simcoe, Falconer's Flight & Mosaic hops

440ml Can £5.95

Pentrich Reverb Waves (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - Imperial / 8.2% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IIPA brewed with Amarillo, Mosaic & Sabro

440ml Can £5.95

Thornbridge Mind Games
Farmhouse Ale - Saison / 8.5% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
Mind Games is a collaboration between Matt Brynildson of Firestone Walker and Rob Lovatt of Thornbridge Brewery.
Matt and Rob travelled to Bordeaux in search of something unique and returned with some recently emptied gin barrels.
They then brewed a classic Saison-style beer, using three different yeast strains and the finest Savinjski Goldings, which
was then aged in these gin barrels for eight months. The result is a wonderfully effervescent golden Saison with
impressions of lemon and juniper.

375ml Bottle £11.00

Pentrich King of Gloom (Local)
IPA - Imperial / 8.5% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IIPA brewed with Nelson Sauvin hops

440ml Can £9.00

Pentrich Northfield Garage (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - Imperial / 8.5% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IIPA brewed with Citra & Galaxy

440ml Can £5.95

Pentrich Dream, Dream, Dreaming (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - Imperial / 8.5% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IIPA brewed with Citra, Citra Cryo & Lactose

440ml Can £6.30

Pentrich Logic Break (30% Off) (Local)
IPA - Imperial / 9% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
IIPA brewed with Citra, Nelson Sauvin and Wai-iti

440ml Can £6.30

Pentrich Christmas In Isolation (Local)
IPA - Triple / 10% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
Imperial IPA hopped with Citra, Motueka & Nelson Sauvin

440ml Can £9.50
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PALE ALES, IPAS ETC...
Thornbridge Jaipur X
IPA - Imperial / 10% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
This imperial version of our most successful beer has been brewed to commemorate the 10th anniversary of Thornbridge
beers and of Jaipur's first brew in June 2005.

440ml Can £9.50

DARK ALES
Titanic Plum Porter
Porter - English / 4.9% ABV / Burslem, Staffordshire
This beer is dark strong and well rounded; the richness of such a rotund beer is brought to an even keel by the late
addition of Goldings hops and natural plum flavouring. Take the opportunity and go for the low hanging fruit, this
sumptuous beer really is a plum!

500ml Bottle £3.60

Schlenkerla ("Heller-Bräu" Trum) Aecht Schlenkerla Rauchbier - Märzen
Rauchbier / 5.1% ABV / Bamberg, Bayern
Bamberg’s speciality, a dark, bottom fermented smoked beer, brewed with Original Schlenkerla Smokemalt from the
Schlenkerla maltings and tapped according to old tradition directly from the gravity-fed oakwood cask in the 14th century
brewery tavern.

500ml Bottle £4.00

Brouwerij Rodenbach Rodenbach Grand Cru
Sour - Flanders Red Ale / 6% ABV / Roeselare, Vlaanderen
This is an aged Belgian red ale, which is ‘ripened quietly in oak barrels for two years’, according to the label. It has an
extremely pungent aroma of rich grapey fruit, with acidic notes, very much like a slightly sour red wine or possibly a
gueuze. In the mouth it is slightly sweet, extremely acidic and fruity, with grapes and even cherries discernible, and very
lively. Despite the sweetness it is not at all cloying, even thin, with little or no trace of malt. Finish is sharp and fruity.

330ml Bottle £5.50

Bières de Chimay Chimay Première (Red)
Belgian Dubbel / 7% ABV / Baileux, Wallonie
Topped with a creamy head, it gives off a light, fruity apricot aroma produced by the fermentation. The taste perceived in
the mouth is a balance confirming the fruity nuances noticed in the fragrance. Its taste, which imparts a silky sensation to
the tongue, is made refreshing by a light touch of bitterness. To the palate, the taster perceives a pleasant astringency
which complements the flavor qualities of this beer very harmoniously. This top-fermented Trappist beer, re fermented in
the bottle, is not pasteurized.

330ml Bottle £4.50

Torrside Bottle
Stout - Imperial / 7.1% ABV / New Mills, Derbyshire
Ginger Root Imperial Stout

330ml Bottle £6.50

Torrside Mettle
Stout - Imperial / 7.1% ABV / New Mills, Derbyshire
Star Aniseed Imperial Stout

330ml Bottle £6.50

Torrside Grit
Stout - Imperial / 7.1% ABV / New Mills, Derbyshire
Chocolate Lime Imperial Stout

330ml Bottle £6.50

Pentrich Welcome To the Bleak (Local)
Porter - Other / 7.6% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
7.6% Smoked Porter

440ml Can £7.00
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DARK ALES
Thornbridge Otto
Bock - Weizendoppelbock / 8% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire
Also labeled as Oktoberfest Doppelweizen. Aromas are a great combination of bananas, bubblegum and cloves with a
slight hint of liquorice. Full bodied and chewy with a warming smooth finish.

440ml Can £6.20

Pentrich Jetglo Moon (Local)
IPA - Imperial / 8% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
Imperial BIPA hopped with Amarillo, Chinook & Citra

440ml Can £8.00

Pentrich Ancient Pixels (Local)
Scotch Ale / 9% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire

440ml Can £8.00

Bières de Chimay Chimay Grande Réserve (Blue)
Belgian Strong Dark Ale / 9% ABV / Baileux, Wallonie
The Chimay Blue Cap, baptized "Grande Reserve" in 750 ml bottles is a dark Trappist beer with a powerful aroma, the
complex flavor of which improves across the years. It was first brewed as a Christmas beer by the monks of Scourmont
Abbey in 1956. This authentic Belgian beer, whose tinge of fresh yeast is associated with a light rosy flowery touch, is
particularly pleasant. Its aroma, perceived as one enjoys it, only accents the delightful sensations revealed by the odor, all
revealing a light but agreeable caramelized note. It is ideally served at cellar temperature (10 to 12°C).

330ml Bottle £6.20

Pentrich Empty Hemisphere (Local)
Stout - Imperial / 10% ABV / Pentrich, Derbyshire
Imperial stout

440ml Can £8.00

Kasteel Brouwerij Vanhonsebrouck Kasteel Donker
Belgian Quadrupel / 11% ABV / Izegem, Vlaanderen
Kasteel Donker is a member of the Belgian quadrupel family. These are strong dark brown beers where the roasted malt
predominates. The very first beer of the Kasteel range is a full-mouthed beer with hints of caramel, coffee and chocolate.
The sweet initial taste makes this beer surprisingly complex but very accessible.

330ml Bottle £6.00

Abbaye Notre-Dame de Saint-Rémy Trappistes Rochefort 10
Belgian Quadrupel / 11.3% ABV / Rochefort, Wallonie
Dominant impressions of latte coffee with powerful chocolate aromas in the nose. The alcohol esters are enveloped with
hints of autumn wood, citrus zest (orange, lemon) and freshly baked biscuits. The initial taste is sweetly sinful. Beer and
chocolate trapped into one single glass, a liquid milky draught with a backbone of bitter malt. The alcohol warms the
throat and, in the finish, you will pick up traces of cloves, citrus, orange and mocha. The heaviest of the Rochefort beers,
the 10 is a quadrupel style beer and can be recognized by its blue label.

330ml Bottle £7.00

Thornbridge Necessary Evil (2020)
Stout - Imperial / 13% ABV / Bakewell, Derbyshire

375ml Bottle £16.00

ALCOHOL FREE / LOW ALCOHOL
Erdinger Weissbräu Erdinger Alkoholfrei
Non-Alcoholic Beer / 0.4% ABV / Erding, Bayern
Erdinger Alkoholfrei is a great tasting non-alcoholic wheat beer and the ultimate sports and fitness beverage. Brewed in the
traditional way, Erdinger master brewers have succeeded in retaining the aromatic, bodied Erdinger character in this non-
alcoholic wheat beer. Erdinger Alkoholfrei is also the perfect balance of minerals, vitamins and carbohydrates to restore
and rehydrate your body after a tough workout or game. Erdinger Alkoholfrei has the distinctive, sparkling flavour of a fresh
wheat beer.

500ml Bottle £3.00
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ALCOHOL FREE / LOW ALCOHOL
Big Drop Uptown Craft Lager - BB 18/9/20 - 30% OFF
Non-Alcoholic Beer / 0.5% ABV / Ipswich, England
Easy drinking, full-flavoured but elegant. Light herbal and floral hop aromas, a hint of caramel with peppered spiciness on
the palate and a touch of orange at the end. Store and enjoy chilled.

330ml Bottle £2.45

Adnams Ghost Ship Alcohol Free
Non-Alcoholic Beer / 0.5% ABV / Southwold, Suffolk
Alcohol-free version of the ghostly pale ale loved the world over.

500ml Bottle £3.00

Big Drop Paradiso Citra IPA - BB 3/9/20 30% OFF
Non-Alcoholic Beer / 0.5% ABV / Ipswich, England
This IPA radiates citrus fruit from the moment you pour it to the second you finish that last sip with a satisfied sigh. The
bright, sharp twist of bitterness on the end makes you want to dive back in for one more. Store and enjoy chilled.

330ml Bottle £2.45

Big Drop Galactic Milk Stout - BB 6/20 30% OFF
Non-Alcoholic Beer / 0.5% ABV / Ipswich, England
Forget the notion this is a beer style that has had its day. Instead, think of it as honeycomb covered in chocolate, because
that’s exactly what it tastes like: rich, unctuous and an absolutely decadent treat of a beer.

330ml Bottle £2.45

BrewDog Punk AF
Non-Alcoholic Beer / 0.5% ABV / Ellon, Aberdeenshire
No alcohol just got Punked up. And Punk AF lives up to its billing. All the attitude, all the flavour but none of the alcohol. Say
hello to the Punkest alcohol free beer in town. Juicy tropical fruit mixes it up with grassy and pine notes. All sitting on a solid
malt bassline. Full flavour, no alcohol, all Punk. Punk AF - Punked up alcohol-free beer. Contains lactose.

330ml Can £3.50
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